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Disaster Resilience 






NASAApplied Sciences ~ 
DISASTERS 
NASA Disasters Program
Disasters Applications area promotes the use of Earth observations 
to improve prediction of, preparation for, response to, and recovery 
from natural and technological disasters.
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Tiers of Disaster Response
NASA Disasters Program 
Products
Upcoming Meeting Sept. 3-8, 
2017: Strengthening Disaster Risk 
Reduction across the Americas: A 
Regional Summit on the 
Contribution of Earth Observations 
Recent Disasters 
South Africa Wildfires 2017 
Quebec Flooding 2017 
Missouri Flooding 2017 
New Zealand Flooding 2017 
Guatemala Wildfires 2017 
Colombia Mudslide 2017 
NASA’s Vision
. d~ll lop and d 111011 trat br akthrouoh J t 111 
ol11tio11 that 11abl ... 
~ Aeronautics Vision: On-Demand Air Transportation 
STED Vision: Humans on Mars in the 2030s 
Science Vision: Understanding, Adapting to and Mit igating the Earth's 
Climate System 
for th b n ifit of h11111a11ity 
New Initiative
Disaster Resilience for Extreme High Risk Communities
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Scope of New Activity
Disaster Resilience for Extreme High Risk Communities
• Coastal areas are 4 times more densely populated than US 
average1
• In 2011, 45 percent of our nation's Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP), valued at $6.6 trillion, was generated in the Coastal 
Shoreline Counties of the US1
• Flooding, recurrent flooding, and tropical storms are predicted to 
increase in both magnitude and frequency
• The frequency of nuisance flooding has increased 925% in some 
areas since the 1960s. Frequent nuisance flooding can be 
an early indicator of regions that will eventually see accelerated 
land loss and increased catastrophic flooding from hurricanes and 
tropical storms.
Scope:




National Research Council, 2012 







Develop disaster resilience capability to enable:
• Data-driven decisions
• Risk-informed planning
• Strategic mitigation preparation
Near-Term (1-2 yr) Objectives
• Build Resilience Team at NASA LaRC
• Engage with external partners to establish the program and 
the team as a key collaborator
• Cultivate coastal community relationships
• Develop bi-lateral communication 
• Identify decision maker/policy-maker/planning needs
Value: Every dollar invested in the mitigation of storm-
surge effects on coastal communities saves the U.S. 




• Need:  Cross-cutting, interdisciplinary research 
and application to support coastal risk 
decision-makers at the strategic and tactical 
levels
• Goals:  
• Demonstrate value of multi-institution collaboration
• Identify challenges and gaps in the incorporation of 
remote sensing and modeling into coastal hazards 
decision-making
• Aid in research and disaster resilience capacity 
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• VIIRS/MODIS optical 
flood mapping





VIIRS downsca led 30-m flood map : 
NRT Capability
• Hampton University will 
provide NRT inundation 
mapping capability to 




• The Disasters Program currently provides rapid 
response products 
• Developing a capability to support extreme 
high risk community resilience
• The Coastal Hazards Demo is a first step
• Actively seeking further                   
collaboration opportunities!
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